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RESPONSIBILITIES AND EXPERIENCE OF 
CLEAN LINE ENERGY PARTNERS MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL 

ON THE PROJECTS LISTED ON ROCK ISLAND EXHIBIT 1.6 
 
Michael Skelly - Blue Canyon V Wind Farm and Gen Tie; Pine Tree Wind Farm and Gen 

Tie; Rail Splitter Wind Farm and Gen Tie; Rattlesnake Road Wind 
Farm; Twin Groves II Wind Farm and Gen Tie; Lone Star II Wind 
Farm; Pioneer Prairie I & II Wind Farm; Prairie Star Wind Farm and 
Gen Tie; Twin Groves I Wind Farm and Gen Tie; Lone Star I Wind 
Farm; Elkhorn Wind Farm; Maple Ridge I & II Wind Farm and Gen 
Tie; Wild Horse Wind Farm and Gen Tie; Blue Canyon I & II Wind 
Farm and Gen Tie; Mill Run Wind Farm; Somerset Wind Farm; Top of 
Iowa Wind Farm; Madison Wind Farm; Tierras Morenas Wind Farm 

 
For the projects located in Costa Rica, Mr. Skelly was responsible for the negotiation of 

engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) contracts for both equipment and construction, 
the hiring of the construction supervision team, and the oversight of development and 
construction activities. For the projects located in the United States, Mr. Skelly was responsible 
for purchasing equipment from wind turbine manufacturers. He was also responsible for 
negotiating EPC contracts, hiring the construction supervision teams, negotiating balance of 
plant contracts for the turbine equipment, and performing development activities including land 
acquisition, permitting and turbine siting.  Additionally, during the later stages of these projects, 
Mr. Skelly actively participated in construction supervision, onsite inspections, the review of 
quality assurance/quality control procedures, the implementation of safety strategies, and 
resolving logistical issues.  

 
Jayshree Desai – Blue Canyon V Wind Farm and Gen Tie; Pine Tree Wind Farm and Gen 

Tie; Rail Splitter Wind Farm and Gen Tie; Rattlesnake Road Wind 
Farm; Twin Groves II Wind Fram and Gen Tie; Lone Star II Wind 
Farm; Pioneer Prairie I & II Wind Farm; Prairie Star Wind Farm and 
Gen Tie; Twin Groves I Wind Farm and Gen Tie; Lone Star I Wind 
Farm; Elkhorn Wind Farm; Maple Ridge I & II Wind Farm and Gen 
Tie; Wild Horse Wind Farm and Gen Tie; Blue Canyon I & II Wind 
Farm and Gen Tie 

 
 For each of these projects, Ms. Desai was responsible for raising the capital needed for 
development and construction. Specifically with respect to construction, Ms. Desai had major 
oversight responsibilities for project controls.  She created and implemented budget reporting 
tools and processes to enable the owner to develop the project budget and monitor performance 
against the budget during the development and construction processes. Ms. Desai also developed 
analytics to ensure that the turbine supply and balance of plant contracts, and the revenue 
contracts, for the projects were priced appropriately and that the allocation of risk among the 
contracting parties provided for by the contracts was appropriate.  Ms. Desai worked closely with 
the owner’s chief executive officer and chief operating officer in hiring qualified personnel for 
the projects and ensuring that each project was staffed appropriately for each stage of project 
development, construction and for operation. 
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Dr. Wayne Galli – Horse Hollow Gen Tie; CREZ Transmission Projects 
 
 For the Horse Hollow Gen Tie project, which was a 229-mile, 345 kV transmission line 
project, Dr. Galli participated in early stage planning and engineering, including providing a 
planning and engineering interface with the project’s construction management team.  For the 
CREZ Transmission Projects in Texas, Dr. Galli had responsibilities for routing, siting and 
engineering these transmission lines.  He was also responsible for vetting potential contractors, 
awarding contracts, and interfacing with the owner’s engineering and construction services 
teams.  
 
Mario Hurtado – CEPP Thermal Plant; Pacora Thermal Plant; Nejapa Thermal Plant; 

Fortuna Hydroelectric Plant 
 

Mr. Hurtado oversaw the overall operation and performance of these power generation 
facilities, including overseeing implementation of the operations optimization programs.  He was 
responsible for scheduling major maintenance activities, instituting preventative and predictive 
maintenance practices, and minimizing downtime during outages. Mr. Hurtado also oversaw the 
institution and implementation of best-in-class safety performance standards for these projects in 
order to assure compliance with the relevant OSHA standards. Mr. Hurtado oversaw the 
negotiation of EPC contracts for the construction of these projects, which included the 
development of risk matrices to measure the different components of construction risk, the 
allocation of the construction risk components, and the formulation of mitigation measures to 
bracket the owner’s risk within acceptable financial and operational limits. Finally, Mr. Hurtado 
also negotiated multiple contract structures for these projects, including full competitive EPC bid 
processes.  
 
Jason Thomas – Horse Hollow Gen Tie 
 

For the Horse Hollow Gen Tie, Mr. Thomas was the environmental manager for the 
routing, development, design, and construction of this 229-mile 345 kV single circuit 
transmission line project and other related projects.  Mr. Thomas was involved in the day-to-day 
permitting and planning support for conceptual and final engineering and design. He was also 
responsible for the bid development, competitive selection, procurement, management, and 
oversight of all environmental contractors and service providers. Mr. Thomas designed and 
provided oversight of the environmental compliance program during construction and land 
restoration, including several teams of environmental monitors.   
 


